
Full cupboard backsides
The backsides of the cupboards are made of the same board as the whole body. Thanks to this the cupboards 
are more stable and each element, including the back, is adapted to the conditions in the bathroom. At the client's 
request, this solution can also be incorporated in case of the sink cupboard (with the indication of the pipe hole). 

Organizers
For each drawer we offer 4 types of organizers that can be fitted. Organizers ensure keeping the drawers 
tidy and are made of 10mm board. Their edges can be customized with the choice of 4 different colors, matched 
to the inside of a drawer. 
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Box drawers
drawers can be matched in 4 different colours: birch, anthracite, white and grey. The board used for the insides 
of the drawers has a thickness of 16mm. In the sink cupboards high backs of the drawers ensure
 the cover of hydraulic installation. 

Easy mounting
To each product Noclaf included an installation template with instructions.
Mounting template is printed in 1:1 scale, so that you have the proper placement of mounting holes given with 
the accuracy of one millimeter.
It's really easy!

Safety Lock hangers
The hanging cupboards are equipped with Safety Lock hangers; the lock prevents from accidental drop of the cupboard. 
The hangers are mounted at the back of the cupboards and inside they are aesthetically hidden. The hangers have 
easy and smooth adjustment allowing for levelling each piece of furniture equally.  

Silent Closing System
Silent Closing System makes the use of cupboard/drawer easier through self-slowing of the element 
and quiet closing. Thanks to this the aggressive contact of two cupboard elements is eliminated, as this was often
 associated with the quicker wear of furniture at the place of contact. Using the above system increases 
safety and comfort of handling the furniture. .

Moisture resistant furniture
All the furniture manufactured at Noclaf is moisture-resistant. This is possible thanks to carefully selected 
components, the latest technology used during production and performance precision. The combination of these 
three features ensures maximum durability in harsh conditions of high humidity. It also allows to produce 
specialized furniture used in professional areas.

on the label affixed to the cardboard box, in which the ordered furniture is packed
under the cap with Noclaf logo inside of the cupboards

Individual Product Number is assigned to all furniture manufactured by Noclaf company. 
For you the it’s a authentication. This number lets us determine the type of the furniture, 
decor, order number and the date of implementation. Thanks to this the future cooperation 
is much easier. Individual Product Number is located: 

Noclaf is a furniture manufacturer who uses innovative technologies and original solutions, 
to meet customers' individual needs while maintaining the maximum high quality standards. 
Below is a list of guarantors that make up the Standard Noclaf. 

STANDARD NOCLAF


